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Abstract—Facility layout arrangement is one of the factors
that can give a significant impact on the company’s performance.
Poor implementation of facilities arrangement can lead to
ineffective and inefficient work system which may limit the rate
of productivity, poor utilization of resources, high rate of
rejection and many more. Thus, this study was conducted in
order to solve the problem by proposing several solutions to the
company for layout problems. Data collection were done by using
several methods such as observation, interviews and
measurement. A measuring tool been used in this study by using
measuring tape to measure the distance of process flow, size of
machines and space between machine to machines. The
performance of each alternatives were calculated by comparing
the total distance of process flow between actual layout and
alternatives layout which were being measured by using
measuring tape as a measuring tool for this study. From the
evaluation, 1 layout was selected as it provide the highest percent
of improvements. Proposed layout is not only has reducing the
congestion level of the company but also increase its
performance.
Keywords: Layout Design, Lean Manufacturing, Process
Layout, Facility layout

I. INTRODUCTION
Layout design affected a big impact on performance of
manufacturing system. Thus the set position of effective
layout should be involved in improving the productivity of
the plant (Allegri, 1984; [52]). Layout design is basically the
arrangement of machines or workstations at production floor
to provide smooth movement of resources such as raw
materials and workers. An effective layout design is
important for good manufacturing of products or delivery of
services [13].
However, an optimal layout is normally determined when
the production capacity is maximized. The relationship
between productivity and effectiveness of the layout can be
seen when we compare between the actual quantities of
output produced with the main aim of the industry. Facility
layout considers final product, available space, facility and

convenience of operations, as well as safety of users.
Facility layout looks at physical allocation of space for
economic activity in the plant. Hence, the facility layout
planning aims to design effective workflow to improve the
productivity of equipment and workers.
There are several significant problems regarding to the
scope of project that exists in the case study where studied
company also faced the same problem where their layout
was not efficient to the workers. The arrangement of
machines and all parts are not in systematic position. Due to
this problem this company facing a problems on operation
of the system and production. The layout of this company
also in poor layout planning where their existing plant
layout and the facilities arrangement is basically allocated
base on managers experiences and without any proper
planning. Besides, it is also improper material flow. The
flow of the raw materials and the finishing products are
occupying the same path and it disturbing their workers or
operators to pass the product to other machines. It also
called as long distance material flow.
There is also a problem when the production stop due to
fail in testing the product, the trolleys that are placed for the
products became stacked on the hallway and this is
disturbing their operators to move from one place to another
and it also made the production time become longer. Layout
is an integral part of a Lean Manufacturing Strategy.
Meaningful restructuring requires corresponding physical
changes in the layout. Therefore, the best plant layout need
to be proposed in order to optimize the material flows and
the total travelled distance between departments. Hence, this
study aims for 3 main objectives which are: (i) to identify
the actual layout and process flow of the company, (ii) to
analyze and evaluate the existing layout based on the lean
aspects and (iii) to propose the best and effective layout of
the company based on the criteria related.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Lean Manufacturing System
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Layout is also a part of improving effectiveness of lean
system in company. The aims of lean manufacturing is to
expend less inventory, less human effort, less space, and less

time to develop products to become highly responsive to
customer demand, while at the same time producing quality
products in the most economical and efficient manner [41].
In this research, by improving facility layout design by
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determining how to arrange, locate and distribute the
equipment and support services in a manufacturing facility
to achieve the effectiveness of lean criteria which are
maximization of operational and arrangement flexibility,
minimization of overall production time, maximization of
factory output in conformance with production schedules,
and maximization of turnover of work-in-process.
2.2. Layout

where the transfer of materials from the process regulatory
assembly to body cell are distract the IDS assembly and the
congestion situation is created by this movement. The
movement of items in this congested area not fully
necessary, therefore unnecessary movement should be
eliminated or minimized. Due to the direct flow of materials
influenced by item arrangement, restructuring and
rearrangement of the layout can result in significant
increases in the flow of moving material flows.

Layout design and the flow of materials is significantly
affected the performance of manufacturing [50]. These can
help to reduce work in process and inventory, increase
productivity, reduce streamlines the flow of materials,
reduce short production lead time, ,and reduce non value
added activities from the production process of waiting and
movement, ultimately fulfill the customers' requirement
[18].
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
There are many methods that can be used to obtain the
necessary data such as interview and questionnaire method.
For this study, a suitable method used are the method of
interviewing, data collection and observation. Respondents
that suitable to be interviewed were identified through their
experience in managing the project and engaged in the
layout engine at the factory. This work experience is
obtained through interviews conducted. Interviews is
conducted in a controlled manner.
The interview process is usually carried out at times
outside of office hours so that respondents would have more
time to be interviewed. All of discussion during the
interview were recorded. All the measurement were
measured by using measuring tape and measuring wheel in
the production area. All the data and information obtained
was recorded and all information obtained were analyze in
detail to achieve the objectives of the research.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS& RESULTS
4.1

Existing Layout’s Analysis

Basically, there are three main concepts of layouts,
namely product layout, process layout, and fixed position
layout. The studied company used the product layout. This
product layout is based on only 1 item to be produces in
particular cycle. However, due to space constraints, the
allocation of machinery for the current layout is ineffective
within the department. Therefore, the flow of processes and
the flow of materials for a particular product is not very
smooth. After problems occurred have been identified, flow
analysis and activity analysis are conducted and discussed.
Figure 4.1 shows that there are three conveyor dispatchers
followed by three flow regulator assemblies, bag assembly,
and IDS assembly. In addition, there are five filter
machines, filter flushes, hood cells, body cells and packing
assembly. Their layout also has the space to test IDS to
confirm the product quality before moving for the next
process.
Referring to Figure 4.1, it represents the form of the
existing layout that shows the flow of moving material from
one work station to another to produce Kestrel. From the
picture it is clear that the material flow principle is violated
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Figure 4.1 Process flow of existing layout of Kestrel
Line.
4.2

Problems in Existing Layout

Problems in existing arrangements are identified based on
the information and data collected from discussions made
with supervisors and some employees as well as surveys
made on existing arrangements. Among the problems
identified are as follows:
a)
The position of the machine was irregular and not
systematic. This greatly influences the overall operation
time and the amount of distance that every employee has to
undergo in the routine work.
b)
There is still a completely empty production floor
space.
c)
Material damaged occurs when handling material.
d)
The problem occurred when the employee sends
the material ahead and the material requires a large space to
store. This created a bottleneck problem in the processing
part and cause the workplace to be congested.
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4.3.1 Alternative Layout based on Centralized Location
Based on Figure 4.3.1, there is a slightly changes made
that followed the appropriate criteria which is by
centralizing the machine of body cell process become nearer
with other machines in order to minimize flow and
maximize directed flow path. The directed flow path of this
layout are still the same with the process flow of the existing
layout but only changed the position of body cell machine to
the center to all machines. This will make the operator
become easier to deliver material to one process to another
process and also the production time were reduced once the
distance between the process are close to each other. This
layout also eliminated causes of delay problems such as
shortage of space, long distance movements of materials,
spoiled work and thus contributes to the speedy execution of
orders.

Figure 4.3.2: Alternative layout based on Material
Handling
4.3.3 Alternative Layout Based on Smooth Movement
and Space Utilization
Figure 4.3.3 show that the changes position of all
machines and conveyors which can accommodate and fully
use the empty space in their plant layout. This is the best
improvement that can be made by the company in order to
have an efficient layout. Although this is the best layout it
can be their last option because by changing fixed machines
like conveyors will involve high cost to redesign the layout.
Even the company also need to shut down and it will take
almost around 3 weeks. But this improvement is the most
effective layout that can be made with only one piece flow
of materials and there is no congestion while handling the
materials and also wide flexibility in getting works done.
Possible assigned jobs to any machines in the same class
available at the time.
Figure 4.3.1: Alternative layout based on centralized
location
4.3.2 Alternative Layout based on Material Handling
Figure 4.3.2 shows that second improvement layout that
can be proposed to the studied company based on material
handling criteria. This layout shows the changes in the
position of body cell machine to the right side of the layout
and also the changes in direction path flow of process to
reverse directed flow but the process flow of Kestrel still the
same and do not effect overall process. This is because of
the problem that always happened in the company where
their hallway between machine to machine are too narrow
for their cart that almost all large size to go through the
pathway in delivery the product for next process. Although
the process is reverse it can facilitates material handling.
This is also reduced the production time without congestion
occurred. The changes of filter machines position also can
be made where machine filter flush nearer to the body cell
machine.
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Figure 4.3.3: Alternative layout based on Smooth
Movement and Space utilization
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4.4 Distance Movement Comparison with Existing
Layout
Table 4.4 showed that the distance movement from one
process to another process compared with the distance
movement of the existing layout. All the measurement were
measured by using measuring tape and measuring wheel. By
using measuring tape it remained stiff and straight when
extended. It can be seen that the total for alternative layout
based on smooth movement and space utilization which is
39.59 meter was the best improvement can be made
compared to the existing layout which is the distance took
60.77 meter to deliver the product from one station to final
station. By reducing the distance between processes, the
production become more efficient and effective.
Table 4.4: Distance movement comparison with
existing layout
Distance Existin Alternativ Alternati Alternati
Moveme g
e1
ve 2
ve 3
nt
Layou (centralize (material (smooth
(material t
d)
handling) movemen
)
t
and
space
utilizatio
n)
TOTAL

60.77
m

53.14m

59.75m

39.59m

4.5 Alternative Layout 1 (centralized location) VS
Existing Layout

the improvement (1.68%) can be made to improve their
layout.

Figure 4.6.1: Alternative Layout 2 (material handling)
VS Existing Layout
Reduction Distance: 60.77m – 59.75m = 1.02m
Improvement Percentage: 1.68%
4.7 Alternative Layout 3 (smooth movement and space
utilization) VS Existing Layout
Based on the figure 4.7.1 shown that the difference of
distance movement of product for alternative layout 3 and
with the existing layout. The data showed there was a big
difference of distance with the existing layout which is
21.18m and (34.86%) improvement can be made through
this alternative. This is the best option for the company to
re-build or re-design their layout for better performance.

Figure 4.5.1 shown bar chart as the differences between
the total distance of movement and distance movement of
existing layout. Just by looking at how tall the bars are, we
can immediately see that the reduction distance for
alternative layout 1 is more that existing layout which the
difference 7.63m and with improvement (12.56%).
Reduction Distance: 60.77m – 53.14m = 7.63m
Improvement Percentage: 12.56%

Figure 4.7.1 Alternative Layout 3 (smooth movement
and space utilization) VS Existing Layout

Figure 4.5.1: Alternative Layout 1 (centralized
location) VS Existing Layout
4.6 Alternative Layout 2 (material handling) VS
Existing Layout

Reduction Distance: 60.77m – 39.59m = 21.18m
Improvement Percentage: 34.86%
From the result, company have decided to choose
alternative 3 as a new layout to be implemented in
production area. Using this new layout will help the
company to improve their operation, increase their conveyor
efficiency and will help the production area become smooth
and one piece flow production system. Hence, this study
assist the company to improve the overall value.

According to figure 4.6.1 shown that the changes of
distance movement of alternative layout 2 (material
handling) with the existing distance movement of the
company’s layout which is the reduction distance 1.02m and
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V. CONCLUSION
The objectives of this project are accomplished due to the
most effective layout have been chosen. The other option
may be refine and relook to capture effective layout of
production process. To tackle the problem of ineffective
layout arrangement, two methods have been used to design
and construct an alternative layout for the studied company.
The method used is through relocating materials and
machines measured by using measuring tape and measuring
wheel. The alternative is then decided based on the
comparison between the layout and the existing layout. The
best layout is chosen based on the results obtained in the
comparison table.
During this study, some of the issues considered in the
existing layout have been identified. Therefore, in order to
face the problem of the layout described, some procedures
have been taken for the start of preparation in alternative
layout planning. To produce an effective layout alternative,
some layout criteria are being considered. Criteria defined as
centralizer, the movement of material handling and layout
flexibility. Among the three layout options, one of which
has been selected and defined as an effective layout in
performing capabilities or functions consciously towards the
overall flow of production. From the assessment, alternate
layout based on centralized location has been chosen and the
most appropriate comparing other alternatives.
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